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0. Introduction
It is well known that an indefinite metric Hubert space is necessary in order
to describe the quantum electromagnetic field (See Strocchi, F. and A.S. Wight-
man [11]). Ito, K.R. [5] investigated two dimensional quantum electrodynamics
in the indefinite metric formulation, where the theory of linear canonical trans-
formation on Boson Fock space with an indefinite metric was used which was
developed in Ito, K.R. [4]. On the other hand, indefinite metric Hubert space
are not necessary for Dirac field in usual formulation. But in the Euclidean for-
mulation sometimes appears an indefinite metric Hubert space. Nagamachi, S.
and N. Mugibayashi [7] studied the Euclidean formulation of Dirac field and its
Euclidean covariance. There appeared a Fermi on Fock space with an indefinite
metric and canonical transformations which represent Euclidean transformations
of field operators. Fortunately, since these canonical transformations do not
mix creation and annihilation operators and moreover the operators Φ, Ψ which
determine the canonical transformation commute with the operator η giving
the indefinite metric in the form [x,y]=(x,ηy), they are implementable by
bounded operators which are isometric with respect to the indefinite metric,
which we call Λ-unitary operators (Remark 7.10). In generalizing the theory
of Clifford group of Sato, M., T. Miwa and M. Jimbo [17] to an infinite di-
mensional case. Palmer, J. [8] found the condition under which an automorphism
of Clifford algebra is implementable by some operator in the Fock space. Simi-
lar results were obtained by Araki, H. [1]. Their results have an intimate con-
nection with ours but do not concern the implementability by an isometry
operator with respect to the indefinite metric inner product which we call a
Λ-unitary operator.
In this paper, we extensively use nonstandard analysis and Berezin calculus
to investigate the linear canonical transformations in an infinite dimansional
Fermion Fock space with an indefinite metric, especially their implementability
by a Λ-unitary operator. In the same time we want to show how the Berezin
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calculus on a finite dimensional superspace can be applied to analysis on an
infinite dimensional Fermion Fock space by using nonstandard analysis. In the
indefinite metric case, even if the standard part of a nonstandard Λ-unitary
operator exists, it is not necessarily a bounded operator (Example 7.11), and so
we introduce the notion of weakly Λ-unitary operators (Definition 1.1). Then
we give a sufficient condition for the linear canonical transformation to be weakly
Λ-unitarily implementable.
This paper is organized as follows. In §1> we define the Fermion Fock
space 3!(M) over a Hubert space M and introduce an indefinite metric on M and
notion of linear canonical transformations with respect to this metric. In §2,
we summarize the differential and integral calculus of functions with finite num-
ber of Grassmann variables which was developed in Berezin, F.A. [2], Rogers,
A. [9] and Kobayashi, Y. and S. Nagamachi [6], and called the Berezin calculus.
In §3, we explain some important notions of nonstandard analysis and investi-
gate the relation between *-finite dimensional Grassmann algebra S(F) and the
Fock space SF(M) over M (Theorem 3.6) by introducing a new concept 'almost
standard', where F is a ^-finite dimensional subspace of the nonstandard ex-
tension *M of M containing M {MdFc.*M). In §4, we use nonstandard an-
alysis and the Berezin calculus to define for a canonical transformation an oper-
ator U on 3{F) which is Λ-isometric on a certain subspace of Q(F) (Proposition
4.2). In §5, we prove that, under some condition on the canonical transfor-
mation, the operator U has the standard part (Proposition 5.6), where the concept
'almost standard1 introduced in § 3 plays a crucial role. In § 6, we prove that
the operator U implements the canonical transformation (Proposition 6.2). The
arguments in §§4-6 depend on an orthonormal basis -fo }, since we must fix an
orthonormal basis to apply Berezin calculus. As a result, the operator U de-
pends on {e{}. In § 7, we define a weakly Λ-unitary operator Ux on the Fock
space 3{M) which does not depend on {e{} using the operator U on S{F).
Thus we obtain the main theorem (Theorem 7.7), which states that under certain
conditions the linear canonical transformation is weakly Λ-unitarily implement-
able.
1. Linear Canonical Transformations
In this section we introduce the notion of linear canonical transformations
of annihilation and creation operators on a Fermion Fock space with an indefi-
nite metric, and give a definition of its Λ-unitary implementability, the investiga-
tion of which is a main thema of this paper.
Let Λ b e a Hubert space over the complex number field C with an inner
product (#, y) which is linear in x and conjugate linear in y. We assume that Jί
has an involution*, i.e., a mapping*: M-^Jί satisfying #**=#, {χ-{-y)*=χ*-\-
y*, {ax)*=ax*{x,y^M, αGC), and that the involution satisfies
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A Hubert space which has an involution satisfying (1.1) is called a Hilbert space
with an involution. We introduce a symmetric bilinear form <#, yy by
<χ,yy = (χ,y*)
For a bounded operator A on Si we denote its adjoint operator by A^ and define
its complex conjugate operator A and transposed operator A' by
Ax = {Ax*)*
Then we have
Let S{Sί)=®Z-* S{Sί)
m
 be the Grassmann algebra over Si, where
= C and the element of 3{Si)
m
 is a finite linear combination of g
ιA" Agm with
gi^Sί. We introduce an inner product on ί?(c#) y by setting
(1.2) (g,h) =
( det[(ft, Ay)] for £ - g1A-Agm h = hlA^Ahm^3{SL)n
gh for g,htΞQ(M\
0 for gζΞS(Sί)
m
,hζΞS(Si)
n
 with
The completion of Ω(Sί) with respect to this inner product is called the Fermion
Fock space over Si and is denoted by 3(Si).
We can extend the involution * on Si so that it becomes a continuous in-
volution on ΞF(Sί) satisfying
By this involution thus extended (which we also denote by the same symbol *),
3ϊ(Sί) becomes a Hubert space with an involution, and as in the case of Si
every bounded linear operator on 3!{SI) has its complex conjugate operator and
transposed operator.
We introduce an indefinite inner product on M. Let η be a real, Hermitian
and unitary operator on Si i.e., η satisfies
V = J = V'1 = V
We define an indefinite inner product [x, y] on Si by
for x, y^Sί. The operator η also naturally induces a real, hermitian and
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unitary operator Λ on 3{M) defined by
(1.3) Λ£
for g=giA"ΆSn and g^C=S(M\. To be exact, by (1.3) and linearity, Λ is
defined as an isometric operator on £(Jί)> and Λ can be extended continuously
to all the elements of 3{M). Λ is also real, Hermitian and unitary, i.e.,
Λ = Λ* = Λ"
1
 = Λ .
Now we define an indefinite inner product [ , •] on the Fermion Fock space
for g,h<Ξ3{M).
The creation operator cfl(f) and the annihilation operator a(f) f o r / G Λ are
defined first on Q{M) by
1 = =/Λ£IΛ "
a(f)g=±(-iy
for g=giAm'Άgn (gi^&)> where the circumflex " Λ " means that the symbol
beneath it is to be omitted. Then, as these operators are bounded (see Berezin
[2], p. 13), they are extended to the whole space 3{M) and satisfy the relation
for g, h<=3(Jί). We define the operator α(Δ)(/) by
α^(/) = Λαt(/)Λ (= a\
v
f))
Jί. Then we have
for £, A e f f ^ ) . In other words, tf(A)(/*) is adjoint to a(J) with respect to the
inner product [ , •].
From the definitions of a( ) and d{( ) follow the canonical anti-commuta-
tion relations of these operators:
4, Wf),<fi(g)}=<f,g>
{a(/)
ίorf,geJί, where we used the notation {A, B} =AB+BA. For α( ) and α ( Λ )
(•), the corresponding anti-commutation relations are
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α 5 )
W ) , <g)} = {«(Δ)(/), *(A)(g)} = 0
for/, g^M. These follow immediately from (1.4).
Let Φ and Ψ be bounded operators on Jl. Using Φ and ψ, we trans-
form a( ) and α(Δ)( ) into another pair b( ) and i ( Δ )( ) by
. The transformation (1.6) is called a /meαr canonical transformation if
it satisfies 1) the relations:
( ί 7 )
[
 "
 ;
 Hf), b(g)} = {MΔ)(/), δ(Λ>(^)} = 0
l, and 2) the invertibility condition: By other operators Φ
x
 and ψ
v
the pair ό( ), δ(A)( ) is transformed into the original pair #(•), α(Δ)( ) through
the formula (1.6). It is easy to see from (1.5) that (1.7) is equivalent to the
relation
[
 '
 }
 ΦVΨ'+ΨVΦ' = 0 .
In terms of the matrices
the invertibility condition is equivalent to the invertibility of <J?, and (1.8) is
written as follows:
(1.9)
where
So, the formula (1.6) is a linear canonical transformation if and only if <JL
has an inverse and (1.9) holds. From now on we assume that (1.6) is an ar-
bitrary but fixed linear canonical transformation and discuss its properties.
Since the matrix <JL satisfies (1.9) we have
(1.10) JίEJL' E = 1 (identity).
Then, as Jl has an inverse (1.10) implies JϊEJl=E, from which we have the
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relations:
φϊ
v
Φ+Ψ'VΨ = rj
' Φ^ηΨ+Ψ'ηΦ = 0 .
We introduce the following notions.
DEFINITION 1.1. A linear transformation U from S(M) to 3{M) is called
a weakly Λ-unitary operator if [Ug, Uh]=[g, h] for any gyh^3{M). If, in
addition, U is a bounded operator, we call it a Λ-unitary operator.
DEFINITION 1.2. The canonical transformation (1.6) is said to be (resp.
weakly) Λ-unitarily implementable if there exists a (resp. weakly) Λ-unitary
operator U such that
b(f)Uh= Ua(f)h
2. Calculus on functions of Grassmann variables
In this section we summarize the differential and integral calculus of func-
tions with finite number of Grassmann variables which is developed by Berezin,
F.A. [2] and Rogers, A. [9] (see also Kobayashi & Nagamachi [6] for complex
superspaces). Let BL be the Grassmann algebra over the complex number field
C with sufficiently large number L of generators. Then BL is the direct sum
of the even part BL0 and the odd part BLι. Assume that BL has an involution
" satisfying a^BLΰ6 for any a^BLtOύ(a=Q, 1). Let Xn=(BLtl)n be an w-dimen-
sional complex odd superspace. The involution " is extended to the superspace
X
n
 by z=(z
v
 •••, z
n
) for z=(z
v
 ••-, z
n
)^X
n
. Let H°°(X
n
) be the set of smooth
functions/of z^X
n
 having the form
; jlt...jt^C. ForfGiH00(Xn) above the involution " is defined by
wherefir..fis;ht...Jt is the complex conjugate offilt...tit.Jι$...jr
In order to define integrals we introduce the symbols dziy dzj which anti-
commute with each other and anti-commute with variables zi9 z{. We define
integrals by
zi dz{ = j Zi dzi = 1
f dZi = \ dzi = 0
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(see Berezin [2] p. 59). Then the following formula is well known:
( exp i ~ (zy z) u 12 * +(w, W) * } Π dzt dzi
J L \_Λ2ι Λ22J l^ZJ \_ZJ >=i
= (det " 12 )1/2 exp { (w, ffi) u ^ }
yj Δ \ 0 \ Δ Δ 7ϊϊ
L y α 21 -^22J ^ L^^ -21 -^22J L ^ J
for a ; G l
Λ
, where 4^, y iyj—l, 2 are nX« matrices satisfying
Zij y — —J±ji I,] — 1, L
and A' denotes the transposed matrix of A,
Since expressions like those in the exponent of (2.1) often appear in this
paper, we explain their meanings here. For example, the exponent in the l.h.s.
of (2.1) should be understood as
1
(zA
n
 z-\-zAl2 z-\-zA2l Z+ZAM z-\-wz-\-ffiz).
n
Here, wz stands for Σ v*i %h a n d for an nxn matrix All=(aij)y we used the nota-
tion
zA
n
 z = Σz§ auzj .
**,y=i
If we consider z and z as column vectors o r w x l matrices defined by
z =
then zA
u
 z should be written, using the transposed matrix zτ of z, as zτA
u
 z.
Also zw should be zτw. But for simplicity we employ the above notation like
zA
u
 z or zw following the convention in Berezin's book [2]. Notations like
zA2l z, •••, fflz> ... should be understood similarly.
Let h(z)=zil—zik9 g(z)=zh'"ZJι for h< — <jk>jι< ~<jι. Then it fol-
lows from the definition of integrals that
(2.2) ( h(z) ϊ(g) e-" Π dz, dzt = hkl Π Sh j s .
J ί=l s=0
Let F be an w-dimensional Hubert space over C and 3{F) be the Grass-
mann algebra over F. Let {f
v
 ••-,/»} be an orthonormal basis of F. Then
S(F) is a 2n-dimensional vector space over C with a basis
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We denote by H^(X
n
) the set of polynomials g(z)= Σ Σ £,v..***V"^** of z.
For eachg(z)^H~(X
n
) of the above form we define the element g^S(F) by
n
g = Σ Σ&j,...,ikft1f\"'hfik '
Then we have a natural correspondence between i?(-F) and the subset H~(X
n
)
of H°°(X
n
) by the mapping g(z)-+g and we have for A(z), g(z)^H~{X
n
)
\ h(β) g(z) e'* Π ώri <*** = (A,
since for A=/< lΛ—Λ/ί jk, g='fiι^"^fiι^3{F)y the inner product (A,^ ?) is equal to
ther.h.s. of (2.2) by (1.2).
Moreover, there exists a natural correspondence between operators in 3{F)
and operators in H™(X
n
). To see this, we define the left and right differentiation
by
± (-
and
where each ^ stands for one of Grassmann variables Zjy Zj> ffij, Wj in Xn. Then
ai=a(fi) corresponds to the left differentiation d/dz,- and a\=($(fi) to the multi-
plication by Zi on the left i.e., (a
s
 h) (β)=(9/8«ι) A(«) and (^ A) («)=ff λ(£) for
Let 4^ be an operator in ^(-F) which corresponds to an operator in H™(X
n
)
defined by the kernel A(z, w), i.e.,
(Af) (z) = f A% w)f(w) e~" Π dzo§ dw{.
for f^Q(F). In this case we say A corresponds to A{z>w) and write A*-*
A(z, w). Every linear operator A in S(F) has its kernel A(z, zo).
It is well known that there exists the following correspondence between
operators and their kernels:
A <-> A(z9 w)
a,; A <-> - ? - A(z, w)
dZj
(2.3) Aaj <^ —A(z, w) W;
a) A <r^> Zj A{zy w),
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(see Berezin [2]) and from these we have
Ah. <-» A(z, ηw)
KA <-> A(ηZy W)
(2.4) aF>A~Σvjk*kA(z,to)
3
-> — Σ A(z> w) ηjk
where ηzv=[η] w, ηz=[η] z and [η] is the nxn matrix whose (j, k) entry ηjk=
3. Nonstandard Analysis
One of the main tools in this paper is nonstandard analysis. We use the
notations and conventions in the book of Davis [3]. In this section we introduce
a *-finite dimensional Grassmann algebra 2{F) ( c ^ f F ^ ) ) and give a condition
for an element g of Q(F) to be near standard by using a new concept 'almost
standard'.
In the nonstandard universe, there exists a *-finite dimensional subspace E
of the nonstandard extension *M of M satisfying
M<zE<z*M
(see Davis [3], p. 150). The nonstandard extension *η of η is a mapping from
*M to *c#. In such a case it is usual in nonstandard analysis to denote the
mapping *η simply by η. Similarly the nonstandard extension of the involu-
tion * is laso denoted simply by *. Such a convention will be used throughout
this paper without permission. Let
F=E+E*+V(E+E*).
Then F is a *-finite dimensional subspace of *M invariant under η and the
involution *. Hereafter n denotes the dimension of F. Let eh i^N be a com-
plete real orthonormal system of 3i. Here by the word real we mean
(3.1) ef = et.
Then e{ is automatically defined for / G *iV in the nonstandard universe and the
system e^^Jί, i^*N is also a complete real orthonormal system in the non-
standard sense (i.e., *-real orthonormal system). Since the set {ie*N\ej&F} is
internal by the Internality Theorem (see Davis [3] p. 39) and contains N, theie
exists an lG:*N\N such that e^F for i<ίL We add an (internal) sequence of
n—l vectors//+1, •••,/„ to ely •••, et so that el9 •••, ehfι+v •••,/« is an internal real
orthonormal basis of F. Then we have
Theorem 3.1. Let eiyi^N be a real complete orthonormal system of Si
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satisfying (3.1), then there exists an internal real orthonormal basis fiyi=ίy --',n
of F satisfying (3.1) such that for some /G*ZV\iV,/,==*,(*
Let Q(F) be the Grassmann algebra over F. This is an internal subalgebra
of *Q(3ΐ) and is a 2w-dimensional vector space over *C with a basis
Note that the relation Q{M)(z3{F)(Z:¥3{M) holds. Let /*,.
and write
(3.2) hi = ±hjifj, *„ = </„*,>.
We may write
(3.3) A,
Λ
 A = (*!)-*. Σ Kh.-.,JhΛ'"Jit,
where the coefficients K
ίlt...tjk are given by
ft,...,
and are anti-symmetric under the permutation of j
v
j2, ~m,jk- We have from
(1.2)
'χ " 'k~ι
Generally, the element g of 3{F) can be written as
(3-4) g = Σ (Λ!)"^ , Σ . I ^ ~ . ' » /
with anti-s5πnmetric ϋΓj^...fίAG*C, and
(3.5) IUII2 = Σ3 Σ
The following notion almost standard is new and useful to give a condition
that g is near standard.
DEFINITION 3.2. The element g^Q{F) is said to be almost standard if
there exists a standard sequence B(k)(x
v
 •••,#*)> (&=0> 1, •••) of bounded anti-
symmetric A-linear forms on M such that
(3-6) «ί?-.ι4
gives the coefficients in the expression (3.4) of g.
Proposition 3.3. The elements of 3{M) are almost standard.
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Proof. We have only to show that each monomial in Q(M) is almost
standard. For the monomial belonging to Q{M) of the form (3.3) with (3.2)
where each h^Sί , we define anti-symmetric ^-linear form on Si by
y . - , χk) = (k\)-w Σ 3gn(p, Ϊ , . - , r) <*lf A,> <*2, Λf >••.<*„ Ar> ,
where the summation extends over all the permutations p, qy •••, r of 1, 2, •••, k.
Then Kiίt...tik=BW(fhy - , / J holds. Setting J5<^=0 for;Φ&, we form a se-
quence Ba\ 7=0, 1, •••. Then it is obvious that (3.3) is almost standard.
Proposition 3.4. Let g,h^3{F) be almost standard. Then gAh is also
almost standard.
Proof. Let Bw(x
v
 •••, xk), C{l\xly •••, xt) be two sequences of anti-symmet-
ric multilinear form which correspond to g and h respectively. Let D(m)(x1, , xm)
be the anti-symmetrization of the multilinear form
Then D(m\xly '",xm) is the sequence of anti-symmetric multilinear form cor-
responding to gAh.
Proposition 3.5. Let Abe a bounded operator. Then
g = exp (± <f» Af,>/,*/,)
is almost standard.
Proof. Let B(2k)(xli •••, x2k) be the anti-symmetrization of multilinear form
<xly Ax2> <x2k_ly Ax2k>.
Then the sequence of multilinear form
£=0,1, 2, ••• corresponds to£.
Theorem 3.6. Let g^Q(F) be almost standard. If the norm (3.5) of g
is finite then g is a near standard point in *3i(M), that is, there exists an element h
of3(Jί)with\\g-h\\^0.
Proof. Write g as in (3.4) and assume that the coefficients are given by
(3.6). We form a standard sequence g
my m=ly 2, ••• by
Σ #»K, " , eik) eh
'
1
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Let / be the infinitely large number which appeared in Theorem 3.1. Since
fi=e{ for i<,ly we have, for
Since | |^| | is finite by the assumption, it follows from the above inequality that
\\gm\\> m—l, 2, ••• is bounded. Combining this with the equality \\g
mι
—g
m2\\
2
=
ll&ijl2—\\gm^\\mι>m2) w e deduce that (gj is Cauchy sequence in Q(M). So
we put h=limg
m
^SF(JH). As ||A—£/||—0, we have only to show \\gι— # | |— 0.
Adding suitable vectors/
n+1, ••• to /i, •••,/„ we have a complete orthonormal
system /i, •••,/„,-•• of *M in the nonstandard sense. Using the relations
co eo
£,— Σ cίijfj and Σ oίij aik=8jk) we obtain
y=i ι=i
where the infinite sums are, of course, in the nonstandard sense. The first
infinite sum above is the limit in the nonstandard sense of the nonstandard ex-
tension {||<§rJ|2}f»e*;v of {ll.ξϋPJ'meΞΛΓ* and it coincides with the usual limit lim
m->oo
ll£j|2=IMP=Ίl£;ll2 where °r denotes the standard part of r<=*R. Thus we
have ° | |£, | | 2 ^| |£ | | 2 >| |£, | | 2 and so ||^||2—ll^ll2 holds, and combining this with
2
, we conclude that | | * - A | N 0 .
4. Nonstandard Λ-isometric Operator
The purpose of this and the following sections is to construct an operator
which implements the canonical transformation (1.6). In this section especial-
ly, we define an operator U in 3{F) and show that its restriction to a standard
set S{eά is Λ-isometric (Proposition 4.2). We extensively use the nonstan-
dard extension of the Berezin calculus. More precisely, by the Transfer Prin-
ciple (see Davis [3] p. 28) we apply the Berezin calculus on the finite dimensional
superspace which is stated in §2 to (internal) functions on *-finite dimensional
superspaces.
Here we introduce the notion of approximating matrices which will be
frequently used in this paper. Let L be an internal linear mapping with its
domain containing F and range in *M. We define anwxw matrix [L] by setting
its (i,j) entry [L]ij=(fi, Lfj} and call this the approximating matrix of L.
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For a bounded operator A on Sίy we denote [*A] by [A]y since in our conven-
tion *A is denoted by A. From now on P will denote the projection of *M
onto F. For an internal linear mapping, the approximating matrix [L] is the
matrix representation of the operator PLP restricted to F with respect to the
basis/^ •-,/, of F.
Now, for the operators Ψ and Φ we define a kernel U(zy w) by
(4.1) U(z, to) = C
Here we assume that Φ has a bounded inverse Φ"1. Let U be the operator
of 3{F) defined by the integral kernel U(zy w)y i.e.,
(4.2) ([//) (z) = ( £/(z, w)/(w) «-• Π
J l
DEFINITION 4.1. We define 3{e} to be the standard Grassmann algebra
generated by {et \ i^N}.
The element of i?{£t } is the linear combination of finite products of e, Js.
Proposition 4.3. //HΦ" 1 Ψ | | < 1 , then for a suitable C e * C in (4.1), we
have
(4.3) (h,g) = (AUh,UAg)
forh,gξ=2{e,}.
Proof. It suffices to show that
(4.4) (h,g) = (AU*ΛUk,g),
for h=eilA—Aeik,g=ehA — AeJm with h<- j<hji< — </«, k, m, is,js£ΞN. Note
that the kernel corresponding to U^ is U(w,z), and put Γ=Λ?7tΛC/. Then
using the integral formula (2.1) and the relations:
which follow from (1.8) and (1.11), the kernel of V is calculated as follows:
V(z, w) = ( U(U, ηz) U(ηU, w) e'uli f[ du{ dUi
J i l
(4.6) =\σ
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Ψ2
2V*"
where φ1= — [φ~1 η] z, <£2==M>~1] WJ
i —l ^ Φ ^ Ψ J ' L — i hΦ" 1 ^]]
(4 7)
(we will see the existence of [T]'1 later) and
Γ W Ψ ' 0 Ί
L 0 Φ ' - * Ψ ^ J ' L J
In general, for an internal linear operator
21
with domain containing FφF and range in *M®*M, we define its approximat-
ing matrix [M] by
Γ[MU][M12]1
L[M2l] [ A y J
We introduce the projection operator P=\ of *Jί@*M onto Fξ&F, and
denote the restriction of PMP to FφF by PMPlFφF. Then [M] is the matrix
representation of PMP\F®F with respect to the internal real orthonormal basis
ΛΘO, - , /
Λ
θ 0 , 0 0 / ^ ..., OΘΛ of F@F.
Let M, N be two operators with domain containing F(BF and range in
*M@*M. Then we have the following rules:
1) [M] = [N] if and only if PMP=PNP.
2) [M] [N] = [MPN],
3) N(F®F) dFφF implies [M] [N] = [MN].
4) if the domain of M is * ^ 0 * ^ , then PM=MP implies [M] [ΛΓ| =
[ΛflV].
These will be used later.
The existence of [Γ]"1 in (4.6) is equivalent to that of an inverse of the
operator PTP]F®F, which follows from the following lemma if one takes A=
and B^
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Lemma 4.3. Let A,B be two operators on F with 11^411 < 1, | |S 11 < 1. Then,
[ —A 1Ί on F@F has an inverse.
— 1 JBJ
Proof. The existence of (1— AB)'1 and (1— BA)"1 follows from the as-
sumption. A left and a right inverses of X are
^ -(ί-AB)-1
-
1
 -(\-BA)-ιA
and
"5(1 -AB)-1 -(1-BA)'1
_ (l-AB)'1 -A(\-BA)-\
They coincide and give the inverse of X.
We continue the proof of Proposition 4.2. We have just seen the existence
of an inverse of PTP\Y$F. So, we set
s
ι
 = (PτPlr9r)-%
Note that [7 1 ]" 1 =[A5 1 ]. In order to rewrite the r.h.s. of (4.6) we introduce the
following operators
Π S - , 0
L o - , Φ -
and
A = Q'PS1 PO+R .
Then by the rule 2), we have [A] = [Q'] [SJ [ρ]+[Λ]=[Q'] [Γ]" 1 [Q]+[R] and
hence, from (4.6),
(4.8) V(z,w)= \C\χd
e
t[Tψexp{\
2
In order to calculate the r.h.s. of (4.4) we define a function G(ξ, ξ) by
(4.9) G(ξ, ξ) = \ V(z, to) Φ» e*' e~" e~™ Π dz, dzt dw{ dw{,
where we introduced new variables ξ—(ξ
v
 •••, Q e l , . Since
h(z) = z, •-£,. = — — β^it-, ,
Oξi dξit
the r.h.s. of (4.4) is
(Vh,g) = ( V{z, w) h{W)gφ) e~" e~wW Π dz-t dzt dwt dWt
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3 3 3 3
dξh dξit dξh 3fy
We calculate the integral (4.9) by using (2.1). Then we obtain
G(ξ,ξ) = IC12(det[Γ])1'2 j exp{-1 (g, w, z, w) — < r w
\W)
w
z
w)
} Π dz{ dZi dWi dffii
where
_ Γ 1 01
" Lo - i j
Thus, we have
(4.10) (Vh,g) = 3
9£.
3
3
dξik
3
3
9?ii
3
»J/
Since ily •••, ^ j Ί , •• ,yife are all in N> only the terms of ξ{ ξjy ξ{ ξj or | t | y with
in the quadratic form in the exponent of the r.h.s. in (4.10) have an effect
on the result of calculation. For the calculation of (4.10) we prepare the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let A, B be operators on F such that for allf^McF, Af=
Bf. Then
Proof. LetjeiV. Then fj^Jί and hence Af
β
=Bfj. Thus for i with
l<i<n, [iί]tf=</i, Afjy=[B]ij. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We can show that for any f
(4.11)
holds. To see this we put
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Γ - Ψ ' ^ Φ -
By direct computation using the relations (1.8) and (1.11) we can see that
(4.12) ST=1 and TS = 1 .
Now let/ζ=Sί®Sί be arbitrary. Then from (4.12) we see that PTPSf=f holds
and we have
(4.13) Slf=(PTPir9F)-lf=Sf.
Replacing/in (4.13) with PQf which is also in Si® Si and multiplying Q'P on
the left, we have
Q'PS1PQf = Q'PSpQf= Q'SQf.
We combine this with the relation Q'SQ=\ \—R which is obtained by
direct computation. Then we have
Af=(Q'PSPQ+R)f=^_°1 JJ/.
Replacing / by σf which is also in SI®Si and multiplying — σ on the left we
obtain (4.11).
Since σ commutes with JP, by the rule 4) we see that — \σAσ\=~ [σ] [A] [σ]
= —o [A] σ holds. So, by (4.11) and Lemma 4.4, we see that
- 1 (I, ξ)
 σ
[A] <r^ J = ± h f,+r(f, ξ)
where r(ξ, ξ) is a bilinear form which does not contain terms of ξ{ ξj, ξi ξ},
with i,jeN. Then we see, by (4.10), that the r.h.s. of (4.4) is
Let h=g=l which represents the vacuum. Then we have
(4.14) (At/1, £71) = (A£71, E7A1) - |C|2(det[Γ])J / 2
As the l.h.s. of (4.14) is real, (det[Γ])1/2 is real and det[Γ] must be positive.
Therefore we cna choose C e * C such that
ICI^dettΓ]) 1/ 2- 1
k
Since (hyg)=δkJ Π δi,jβ> w e n a v e (4 ^) This completes the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2.
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5. Near Standard Operator
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 5.6 which says in effect
that when the operator Ψ is Hubert Schmidt the internal operator U in 3{F)
defined in §4 has a 'standard part' as an operator in Q{M) whose domain is
3{e^. This is the most important part for the application of nonstandard
analysis and Theorem 3.6 plays a crucial role for that purpose. This standard
part gives rise to the operator U
x
 in §7 which is weakly Λ-unitary and imple-
ments the canonical transformation (1.6). We begin with the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Let A, B be operators on M such that
\\A\\<\, \\B\\<\
and P be a projection of Ji. Then for x,y& Jί,
\(x, log (l-PAPBP)y)\
{5Λ)
 ^
Proof. I (*, log (l-PAPBP)y) | = | (*, £ (-1/Λ) (PAPBP)"y) \
< £ (Ilk) P I Γ 1 PIP"1 \\AVx\\ \\BPy\\
= (-1/PH ||B||) log (ί-\\A\\ Pll) \\AΨx\\ \\BPy\\ .
In the above lemma the projection P is a standard operator of M, but for
later use of the lemma, here we note that by the transfer principle the lemma
is valid for an internal projection P. In the following lemmas the nonstandard
extension *A of the operator A is also denoted by A as usual.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a Hubert Schmidt operator on M and let flf ••-,/„
be the orthonormal basis of F in Theorem 3.1. Then for any positive real number
ί, there exists AeΞiV such that
(5.2) Σ II4/; II2<£
i=k
Proof. Let {e{} be the complete orthonormal system of Si which appeared
in Theorem 3.1. Since A is a Hubert Schmidt operator, there exists
such that
Σ P ? , H2<ε
i=k
CO
Since the Hubert Schmidt norm Σ ll^^ll2 is independent of the choice of the
orthonormal basis, we have (5.2).
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Lemma 5.3. Let A, B be Hilbert Schmidt operators on Jί. Let f
v
 ~,f
Λ
be the orthonormal basis of F which appeared in Theorem 3.1. Then for any posi-
tive S^R there exists k^N such that
(5-3) ± \Wt\\ \\Bf{\\<6 .
Proof. From the Lemma 5.2, there exists k^N such that
and ±\\Bfi\\2<6.
ik
Therefore we have Σ \\A^f{\\
Proposition 5.4. Let A, B satisfy the conditions of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3.
Let P be the projection of *M onto F. Then we have
(5.4) Tr log (1-AB) ^ Tr log (1-PAPBP)
Proof. From (5.1) and (5.3), for any positive S^R there exists
such that
Σ I (ei9 log (1—AB) eλ \ <S
and
±\(f» log{l-PAPBP)f,)\<S.
Since
Σ (elt log (1-AB) e,) = Σ (/ι, log (l-PAPB)/,),
we have
Tr log ( l - Λ B ) - T r log (1-PAPBP) \ <2ε .
This shows (5.4).
Corollary 5.5. Let Ψ be a Hilbert Schmidt operator and \\Φ~ι Ψ | | < 1 , then
dtt(T)for (T) of (4.7) is finite and its standard part is det(Φ"1 ^ Φ ' " 1 η) which does
not vanish.
Proof.
- 1 [ηΦ'ιΨ]
= det (1-CΦ-1 Ψ] [Φ"1 Ψ]) = exp Tr log ( l - [ φ - χ Ψ] [Φ"1 Ψ])
= exp Tr log ( 1 - P Φ " 1 ΨPΦ" 1 ΨP).
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By Proposition 5.4, its standard part is
exp Tr log ( 1 - Φ " 1 ΨΦ" 1 Ψ)
(
 ' ' = exp Tr log (Φ^Φ'"1 η) = det (Φ"1 ^ Φ ' " 1 η),
where we used the relation (1.8). Since Ψ is a Hubert Schmidt operator, Tr
log (1—Φ"1 ΨΦ" 1 ψ) is finite, so (5.5) does not vanish.
Now, we determine the value of the constant C in (4.1) by
Then we have the following porposition.
Proposition 5.6. Let ψ be a Hubert Schmidt operator and HΦ
Let U be the operator defined by (4.1) and (4.2). Then for arty h^S{e{}, Uh is
a near standard point of *3ϊ(M).
Proof. Let h(z)=zii'"Ziky with k^N, and iv •• ,zΛeiV. In view of
Theorem 3.6 we have only to show that Uh is almost standard and has a finite
norm.
We calculate the following integral:
J U(z,w)e&e-»*U
= C exp {-(1/2) z [Φ-1 ψ,] z}
(5.6)
= Ψ
Ό
(z) e-<M>~z),
where
Ψ0{z) = C exp {(-1/2) z [Φ"1 Ψy] z}
and
φ(ξ, S) = HΦ'- 1 ] g+(- l/2) f [,ΨΦ~ι] ξ .
Then, since eξw\ξ=o=^i
ί
'"^ik
==K^)y w e n a v e
9? ®ζ
(5.7)
Since we have chosen C to be the standard part of (det[T])~1/4, it follows
from the Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 that Uh which corresponds to the r.h.s.
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of (5.7) is almost standard. In order to estimate the norm of Uh, we calculate
the following integral (5.8). Note that, in view of (5.7), \\Uf\\2 is obtained by
differentiating the l.h.s. of (5.8) with respect to ξi),%ij{l<,j<>k) and putting
f=?=o.
J Ψ0(z) e-Φ<^>(ψ0(z) e-Φ<M>) e~" Π dm, dzt
= I C | 2 exp{(-l/2) {ξ[ηΨΦ~ι] ξ+ξ [Φ^-1 Ψ'v] f)}
(5.8)
+(-[φ-J] h -[Φ- 1 ] f)Γ! ]} π Λ, <
= IC12 exp {(-1/2) (f [^ΨΦ-1] f+5 [Φt-i Ψ ' , ] I)}
[det(l+[φ-χ Ψ] [ψt Φ^
In (5.8) det(l+[Φ~ xΨ] [ψ'Φ1 '1]) is finite since ψ is Hubert Schmidt and the
existence of
Γ^ψtφt-i] i -i-i
L - 1 [φ-ιΨV]i
is assured by the assumption HΦ"1 Ψ | | < 1 and Lemma 4.3.
We set
0 I
ir[$-.] o
L
Then,
(5.8)=
(-[Φt-1] 0
L o [Φ'- I ]
Now, it can be seen that
8 9 3 8
- r
is a polynomial of Afy
a
> l ^ / < 4 , l < r , s<k. So, if these entries of AU) are
standard complex numbers then it is obvious that the norm ||Ϊ7A||2 is finite
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and the proof will be completed.
Consider the two operators defined by
Λ
ψ
f
ηP 0
0 PηΨΦ
ι P 0 I Γ i V P t φ ^ P 1 T'ΓPΦ-'P 0
0 PΦ'" 1
and
~C(1) C(2)l Γ Φ ^ Ψ ' T ? 0
c ( 4 ) j " " L o 97ΨΦ-
l " 1 ΓΦ"1ΓΦ^ 1 0 1 Γ^ψtφt-i j
The existence of two inverses in the right hand sides in the above equalities is
assured by | | O " ^ | | < 1 and Lemma 4.3. It is easy to see that these inverses
restricted to M@M are identical. What is more, in calculation of Bf for
/ G Λ Θ i , F s in the definition of B act as 1. Thus, for any/GΞc#θc#, Bf=Cf
holds, and so, by Lemma 4.4, [BW]U=[CW]U for i,j(=N. But [σk% for
i,j^N are standard complex numbers. On the other hand A^ — IB^]^-. So
with i,j^N are standard complex numbers. This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.7. Let Ψ be a Hubert Schmidt operator and assume that Φ
and Ψ commute with η. Then the operator U is an isometric operator on
with respect to the inner product ( , •).
Proof. Let T be the operator defined by (4.7). Then we have
det [T] = det (1 +PηΨ^'1 Φ ^ 1 PηΦ"1 ΨP)
- det
where we used the relation (4.5). This shows that the existence of an inverse
[Γ]-1 of [T] is proved without assuming HΦ'1 Ψ | | < 1 . U(z, w) of (4.1) satisfies
the condition
U(z, rflϋ) = U(ηz, w) .
Therefore we have, for/ei?{£, },
(UAf) (z) = ( U(z, to)f(rjW) e-™ Π dtot dw{
J 1 = 1
= ί U(z,
 v
u)f(U) e-* Π du, dU; = (ALT/) (z),
J ί = l
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where we used the change of variables:
Ui = Σ ίvh wj, Uj = Σ M,v **>y
The relation (4.3) shows that the operator U is isometric on Q {e
έ
}.
6. Intertwining property
In this section we show that the operator U defined in §4 impliments the
linear canonical transformation (1.6) for /=/*, i^N (Proposition 6.2). We
begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let A, B and C be operators on F such that
Bf A'f=C'f
for allf^M, then
±[A]ik[B]kj = [C]iJ
fori^N,
Proof. Since /, e Si for i e N,
= <fi9 Cfi> = <C'fhfi> = <B' A'fi9fί> = <A'fiy Bfj>
= ± <A'fhfl> <Λ, Bfi> = Σ </>> Λfky </„ Bfi> = Σ [^
As in §3 we set ai=a(fi) and a\A)=a('Ii\fi) and further we set
in accordance with (1.6). Since <zf corresponds to the left differentiation 3/3£t
and a{A)=^a\PηPfi) is the left multiplication by Σ Mι*y^ y> w e see that bt and
b(iA) correspond to
and
where we used the Einstein's asummation convention. Let U(z, w) be the ker-
nel of U defined by (4.1). Then, by (2.3) and (2.4) we calculate the kernels
corresponding to the operators b{ϋ and έ[ A ) for /'
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(61) * ' U ~ {[Ψ]ii [v]jk *k~[Φ]l7 [Φ'1]ik Wk~[Φ]iJ [ Φ ~ ' Ψ η ] i k *k} U& W)
= —W Ufa w) = — Ufa w) wi <-> Ua{
Φ"
1
 Ψ
v
]Jk ih-[Ψ]u [Φ-% %+[Φ], y My* 2J- tffc «0
(6.2) = {-[Ψ] l7 [Φ'% wk+zk[φ-%Mιy> £/(z, «)
Here -^ — denotes right differentiation and we used Lemma 6.1 and the relation
- Ψ Φ "
1
 ΨV + ΦV = 97Φ'-
1
which follows from (1.11). Thus we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2. For i^N, we have
Proof. It is obvious from (6.1) and (6.2).
7. Standard Theorems
In this section we define a unitary operator U
x
 on the standard Fock space
by using the internal operator U on 3{F) defined in §4, and prove the
main theorem (Theorem 7.7). At the end of this section we give two examples.
For h^SieάyUh is, by Proposition 5.6, a near standard point of *3{M).
So we define an operator U[
e
y. Q{ei}->3Ϊ(M) by
Ulg{) h = °{Uh) (the standard part of UK)
Taking for each {e&, an internal real orthonormal basis {f{} through Theorem
3.1 satisfying the condition
(C) For some lG*N\N(I^n)Ji=ei for ί = l , 2, ••., /,
we can form U[
e
.) for each complete real orthonormal basis {e{}.
As a special case of Proposition 7.2 which will be stated later, we will see
that, for a fixed {e{}, Ψ0(z) e~φ(ξtZ) is invariant under the change of {/)} satisfy-
ing the condition (C), the operator U[e.) depends only on {e{} and not on the
choice of {/,}. So, the notation U{e.} is justified.
As we see in §3, if we fix an internal real orthonormal basis {/}} of F then
there exists a natural correspondence between Ω{F) and H™(X
n
). We assume
that the variables {zj} ({ξj}) are changed by ^, =Σy aijz^ (ξi=Έlj a{j ξ$) in ac-
cordance with the change of real orthonormal basis /j=Σy tf, y/y. Then we have
the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.1. Let A be an operator on F. Then z[A]z is invariant under
the change of real orthonormal basis of Fy that is, let [-<4]i/=<//> Affr then
z[A]z=z'[A]'z'.
The lemma is readily verified and we omit the proof.
Proposition 7.2. ΨQ(z) e'φ^J) of (5.6) is invariant under the change of the
real orthonormal basis of F.
Proof. From Lemma 7.1, Ψ
o
(*0 *s invariant. Similarly e"φ{ξti) is also
invariant.
Lemma 7.3. Let {e^, {eft be two complete real orthonormal bases of Sί and
\}, Then
U{e.} h = U{ey h .
Proof. Let h=filA-Afh=τ ailh-ahJkf'J1/κ-Af'Jk. Then we have
(Uh) (*') = Σ %v ^( 8 / 9 ^)-( 9 / 9 ?^) ^β(β')^(*V)ιr-
Ψfβ) e-M*^ = (Uh) (g),
where we used Proposition 7.2 and the relation 3/3f, =Σy ai$ d/dξj which fol-
lows from the chain rule.
DEFINITION 7.4. Let h be any element of S(M). Then there exists a
containing h. We define
The above lemma assures that the operator Ut on 3(M) is well defined.
Proposition 7.5. The operator U1 of Definition 7.4 satisfies the condition:
(7.1) (ΛA,*) = (Λϋi* ,ϋ i*)
fork,g(Ξ£(Jl).
Proof. Let h=h1A -Ahjy g=gίA ~ Agk. We can choose the generators {e{}
such that hpy ηgq(\< p<j, 1 <q<k) belong to Q{e^. Since k, Ag^£(e{}, Pro-
position 4.2 shows that
(h, Ag) = (AUh, Ug).
Hence (7.1) holds.
Proposition 7.6. The operator L^  of Definition 7.4 satisfies the condition
b(f)U1h=U1a(f)h
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Proof. If we choose the basis {et} such that /, ηf, Φ'/, ηΨ'f, Ψ!/> ηΦf are
finite linear combinations of -fo} and h belongs to S{et), then the relation
b(f)Uh = Ua(f)h
follows from Proposition 6.2.
Theorem 7.7. The linear canonical transformation (1.6) is weakly Λ-
unitarily impiementable (Definition 1.2) if Ψ is a Hίΐbert Schmidt operator and
Proof. The Theorem follows from the Propositions 7.5 and 7.6.
REMARK 7.8. The assumption | | Φ - 1 Ψ | | < 1 in Theorem 7.7 is used only
to assure the existence of [T]~ι in Proposition 4.2.
Theorem 7.9. The linear canonical transformation (1.6) is impiementable
by a unitary and K-unitary operator (Definition 1.1) if Ψ is a Hiΐbert Schmidt
operator and η commutes with Φ and Ψ .
Proof. By Proposition 5.7, we can define an isometric operator U
v
 with-
out assuming the condition HΦ"1 Ψ | | < 1 . In this case, as we mentioned in the
proof of Proposition 5.7, the existence of [T]'1 is assured without the assump-
tion H Φ ^ Ψ l K l , and (7.1) and (7.2) follow (see Remark 7.8). The unitarity
of U
x
 follows from the existence of isometric operator V
x
 which implements the
inverse canonical transformation of (1.6) and satisfies U
x
 V
ι
=ί.
REMARK 7.10. Let Φ be a unitary operator and Ψ = 0 . Then (1.6) is a
linear canonical transformation if and only if η and Φ commute. This special
form of linear canonical transformation appeared in Nagamachi, S. and N.
Mugibayashi [7], and it is unitarily and Λ-unitarily impiementable by Theorem
7.9.
Now, we give examples.
EXAMPLE 7.11. Let P be the Hubert space of sequences x=(x
v
 x2y •••, xky •••)
of complex numbers with Σ ? - i I xk 12< °° a n d consider the complete orthonormal
system ^ = ( 1 , 0, 0, •••), *2=(0> 1> °> •")> "" o f ; 2 L e t Φ a n d Ψ b e t l i e bounded
operators on I2 defined by
Let M=P@P. Define operators η, Φ and Ψ on Si as follows: ίoτf=(g,
vf=(g,-h), Φf=(Φg,φh),
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It is readily seen that (Φ, Ψ) defines a canonical transformation, i.e.,
Let /2,.1=2"
1/2fe, -ek),fu=2-W(ek9 ek)9 Λ=l, 2, .... Then {/,} is a com-
plete orthonormal system of M satisfying
Ψ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and | ^ " ^ | | < 1 since eigenvalues of Φ - 1 Ψ
are
 =
h(l+^2)""1/2 Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 7.7 are satisfied and
there exists a weakly Λ-unitary operator U which implements the canonical
transformation (1.6). Let
Then from Proposition 5.6, (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), we have
K/2/!Λ "'' Λ J2jk — { jΠ /-i , *2\
This coincides with
showing the intertwining property. In fact we have
The following example shows that the unbounded operator is necessary to
implement a certain canonical transformation.
EXAMPLE 7.12. Let L be a Hubert space. Define a Hubert space M=
L®L and an operator rjon M such that 77= 1 on L 0 {0} and 97= — 1 on {0} ©L.
Let Φ be an operator on Si such that
Φ: (£,A)^((l+i)£+Λ,£+(l-ήΛ)^
then Φ^Φ^??. This shows that the operator Φ defines a canonical transforma-
tion:
This canonical transformation is implementable by a weakly Λ-unitary operator
Uy since all the assumptions of Theorem 7.7 are satisfied. In fact, let {/J- be
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an orthonormal basis of 3ί, Then we have
by (5.6) and (5.7). This shows that U maps h1A---Ahj to ηΦ^ηh1A"-AηΦ^ηhk for
hj^.M. It is easily seen that
Ua(f) h = b(f) Uh , Ua<A\f) h =
for h=h1A - Ahki h'=hιA' Ah'kj i.e., £/ is Λ-isometric and implements the canoni-
cal transformation. The eigenvalues of ^ΦΦ1"^ are 3+2-2V'2 and 3—l l112.
Let Ay be the eigenvectors of ^ φ Φ ^ whose eigenvalues are 3+2 21/2. Then we
have
(Uh, Uh) = det ((ft,,
= ( 3 + 2 - 2 ^ det ((*,, Ay)) =
This shows that U is an unbounded operator. Thus, U is a weakly Λ-unitary
operator.
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